
Hole Summaries 

The LogCheck Hole Summary facility examines the data stored in LogCheck for a hole and then summarizes it: 

 

It obtains hole identification and survey data from the hole Header data. Drilling information including drilling company, dates, bittypes, core 

and hole sizes from the Drilling data. Casing information from the Casing data. Geology information including geological logging organization, 

geologists and tops and bottoms of seams and horizons intersected from the Header, Geologists and Geology data. Geophysical log 

information from the Header and LAS data. Environmental information from the Header, Cementing and Rehabilitation data. 

One advantage of the Geophysical Summary is that it not only shows a record of what Logs were Run according to the geologist but also 

what LAS data has been received thus facilitating a check that LAS data has been received for every Log that the Geologist believes was run. 



To create Hole Summaries and display them on your screen. Select File > Open > Summary > Holes: 

 

 

Then select the hole or holes you require. This can be All holes, those in a particular Hole set or a Single hole: 

 



If you select multiple holes, only the first hole in your selection will appear on the screen but you can hit the down arrow by the Hole 

Name box and select any other hole in your set: 

 

You can even click on the Hole Name box and then press the up or down arrows to move between holes which will update the screen as 

you go. 

The information in the summary can also be generated into a report that can be printed or saved as a pdf file. To generate this report, 

select File > Print > Report: 

 

 



Then you will be prompted for the required printer. To generate it as a pdf select a pdf writer as your printer: 

 

 

 

On the following page is an example report. Note that if you can supply us with your company logo it will be shown on the report rather 

than the GeoCheck company logo. 



 


